Kaltura Course Media

**Kaltura Course Media** is a searchable and sortable display of all media content assigned to a course, and allows users to add new media (upload or record from webcam).

Faculty and admins also have the option to:
- Make this item public in gallery: Display or hide the media to all course members (by default, media is hidden to course members and only faculty and content creators see the media in the gallery)

If the video is public:
- Display embed code - Allows users to copy embed codes of videos and paste them elsewhere

Other actions available to faculty/admin and content creators are:
- Remove from gallery
- Delete media (if viewer is the content owner)
- Edit metadata (Title, Tags, Description)

Students can:
- View public media
- Add media (will not be available to class until confirmed by instructor).

To add and view and Kaltura Course Media
- Students: Go to **Tools** in the course menu
- Instructors: Go to **Course Tools** in the **Control Panel**